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Aircraft noise from small airfields and airstrips irritates many people living nearby. Although the noise from a small airfield is a thousand times less than that from a large commercial airport, many people want the small airfield to be closed or at least activities drastically reduced. The arguments offered for closing the airfield are not only the noise, but also other factors such as:

1) Flying small aircraft is unnecessary and only a toy for well-to-do people.
2) Small aircraft use valuable fuel which contains toxic chemicals and lead.
3) Flying is dangerous and the aeroplanes may crash on houses and property.

These arguments are often exaggerated, but noise itself is a problem we have to do something about. Flying has many advantages, particularly for young people and therefore also for society.

1) Flying small aircraft is the easiest and cheapest way to learn to fly. Society needs pilots. Both the military, police, and commercial air companies prefer young people who have shown an interest in flying light aircraft, ultralights or gliders.

2) Most small airfields are owned or at least run by a local flying club. The members of the club must exercise a strict discipline not only for safety reasons, but also for environmental reasons.

3) In most cases a small airfield has restricted areas which are closed to dogs and non-authorised persons. In these areas we often see interesting wildlife and vegetation which cannot survive in open parks. (Ref. 1).

4) In many flying clubs, the members do all kinds of maintenance and handwork such as painting, welding, mechanical overhaul, in addition to learning physics, aeronautics and meteorology at a fairly high level. All very useful later in life.

5) As flying activities do not go together with alcohol and drugs, members of a flying club will not be tempted to these dangerous and tragic habits which ruin and end many young peoples’ lives (approx. 1000 times as many as by fatal flying accidents).

6) When disasters, accidents, or sudden illness happen at remote places or islands, helicopters and light aeroplanes are the only way to bring help and save lives. We therefore need small landing strips both at remote places and close to hospitals or main roads.

7) Last but not least, it is a dream of most children to fly. Boys and girls like to go to the nearby airfields just to watch the planes, gliders, ultralights or model aeroplanes, and when they grow up they can actively participate and their dreams turn into reality.

For all of these reasons we have to preserve the present small airfields and landing strips. We should also build new ones. On the other hand, all unnecessary noise and consumption of fuel should be avoided. It should be a pleasure to be a neighbour to a small airfield.

The population’s attitude to aviation in general varies and can be divided into different categories. By far the largest group of about 80% enjoy travelling by air and about 50% of them are interested in aviation matters. This interest may arise
from the physics of both birds and aeroplanes, or how the airlines manage the business or how air travel influences our daily business and life. But at the same time, there are many people who like to travel by air, but do not like to be disturbed by the noise from small aeroplanes. And there is a very small group which hates aeroplanes so much that the sight of an aeroplane or glider is enough to incite morbid fanaticism. It is the goal of this paper to suggest a method, which satisfies the majority of people.

The method is to make it profitable for manufacturers to produce low-noise light aeroplanes, ultralights, motorised gliders, hot-air balloons etc.

The technical skill to develop low-noise flying equipment already exists, but manufacturers need some motivation to produce low-noise aircraft (ref. 2.). The motivation will come if we can make some sensible rules or regulations that give manufacturers an economic incentive.

The Federation Aeronautique Internationale, Paris (FAI) (now Lausanne in Switzerland), which is the umbrella organisation for most aeroclubs world-wide, has realised that something has to be done to preserve small airfields (ref. 3.). The FAI makes suggestions and recommendations to all flying clubs for making as little noise as possible, not to fly over sensitive areas and to use authorised corridors etc. But experience shows that recommendations are not enough. Many young aviators like the sound of light aircraft too much. Therefore we must have some fixed legal rules to control and guide development. The rules must be the same in all countries, be clear and logical, and not too expensive to implement. The long-term goal is that on the whole low-noise equipment is manufactured, sold and used in future.

For the time being local authorities make their own rules, which vary for each individual airfield. The most common rules or restrictions are:

1. Only a certain number of operations can take place at the field per year or during a three month period. Operations include both take-offs and landings, or
2. No school flights are permitted at weekends, or
3. No heavy aircraft or twin-engine aircraft are permitted, or
4. Only business and taxi flying are permitted, or
5. No gliders or gliding clubs are permitted, or
6. No operations permitted at all weekends, or evenings after 6 p.m., or on Wednesdays, or any other combination.

If the purpose of such measures has been to reduce noise, none of the above-mentioned regulations are of any use, mainly because there is no benefit to either the manufacturer to make or the user to buy low-noise equipment. All regulations should involve noise and fuel consumption.

Therefore, a simple and direct way to regulate the noise from an airfield is to add up the noise from every aircraft taking off. Careful studies have shown that most of the complaints are generated by the starting and climbing of aircraft (ref. 4). Light planes flying across country do not seem to trouble anyone. So if we can control the starts, we can control 95% of the noise.

There is a great variation in noise emission from different light aircraft. For example, a Cessna FR 172, noise no. 77.4 dB is about ten times as noisy as a Cessna 150, noise no. 67.8 dB. Such a remarkable variation in noise emission proves that a drastic reduction of noise is possible.

We therefore need rules and procedures in accordance with which the total noise around an airfield can be determined. These rules should be worked out as an international standard issued by ISO or as a recommendation from ICAO (ref. 5.). No limits should be mentioned in this standard procedure. It must be up to local authorities to lay down sensible limits. The limits can be different according to local circumstances. When technical developments permit, the limits can be lowered. With fixed procedures and predetermined limits, we can avoid many uncertainties and discussion. If the noise from an airfield exceeds the limit, the airfield or flying club is fined, but if it operates below the limit, operations can continue and complaints should be rejected.

For light propeller-driven aircraft, the ICAO has required that all light aircraft, according to weight, must comply with a certain noise limit before they can be registered in an ICAO country (ref. 6.). Every light aircraft must have a certificate on board indicating the maximum noise it radiates to the ground. We call this noise level the "noise no." of that particular aircraft. The noise no. is very accurately determined and given in dB with an accuracy of 0.1 dB. When suggesting a sensible procedure for evaluating small airfields therefore, we should use the aircraft noise no. If we do this, we can avoid all noise measurements at small airfields.

We would like to have one single figure which represents the total noise in a given space of time, e.g. an hour, a day, a weekend, a week or a month. We could imagine that we, as indicated on fig. 1, have placed a ring of microphones around the airfield. We can then measure the noise on the ground for every aircraft leaving the field. We add the noise from the individual aircraft and get one single figure. This figure gives us a measure of the total noise which the airfield is responsible for during the time of observation.

This is not simple because aeroplanes of all kinds with different speeds and heights are coming from the airfield and going in different directions. With a large commercial airport the problem is much simpler as the takeoffs and landings all occur in one or only a few directions, and all planes have almost the same speed and climb profile. So a few points of observation are sufficient to describe the total noise. But if we use the same method at a small airfield, we must use at least 12 microphones arranged in a circle. We have to choose the distance, R, from the field at which the microphones should be placed. When that is done, we must find the noise, or more correctly the noise dose, that every aircraft start produces. The noise must be evaluated in the same way as we evaluate the noise from industries and roads, i.e. the integral of the squared sound pressure multiplied by the time duration. Fig. 2 shows an aircraft flyover in which the sound pressure is measured in dB and a "Slow" time-weighting is used. The integral of the entire flyover therefore has to be found by converting the log values to linear values. Then for every second the sound pressure must be squared and summed. We could also use an integrating sound level meter, which integrates the entire flyover curve. In this way we obtain the noise dose for every aircraft start, normally expressed in Pa's (ref. 7.). A powerful low-flying aircraft will contribute with a large dose, whereas a high-flying low-noise aircraft will contribute with only a very small dose.
When adding all aircraft starts together from all 12 microphones, we obtain the total dose for a day, week, or a year, normally expressed in Pa's. If we want the average noise level, L_{eq}, we can simply divide by the total time and convert to dB.

The electronics required are not quite as simple. Only one microphone at a time must be selected and the others suppressed. The electronics must only measure the aircraft noise and not other noise sources. We have experienced that not only other traffic, but also insects make a terrible noise when they are active close to the microphone diaphragm. We have also experienced that if the pilot knows the location of the microphone, he has flown at full power until he is in the vicinity of the microphone and then slowly cuts power to a minimum. Full power is again applied once the aircraft has passed the microphone. We have also seen people trying to make false noise by placing a transportable radio near the microphone site. So all in all, measuring the aircraft noise from a small airfield is both complicated and extremely expensive. Evaluation of the total noise has the following advantages:

1. One single figure only can express the noise impact on the surroundings. So different airfields can easily be compared.
2. The total noise evaluation uses the same basic elements as used for evaluating noise from industry and road traffic.
3. The evaluation can be used by local authorities to regulate the noise simply by requiring a certain limit for the total noise expressed in Pa's or in L_{eq}.
4. But by far the most important value of this procedure is the motivation of manufacturers to develop low-noise equipment and the users of light aircraft to buy it. If a user can fly 20 times as much with a low-noise aircraft as with today's noisy aircraft from one particular airfield, he will choose the low-noise equipment and maybe be prepared to pay slightly more for the new equipment. In this way, the noise from the light aircraft can be drastically reduced and at the same time the number of operations increased.
5. The owners of airfields can decide if they want to have many starts and landings with low-noise aircraft or fewer starts and landings with noisy aircraft.
6. In many places we do not like noise during the night. A good regulation is to impose a penalty for night operations by adding 10 dB to the noise during the period from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m.

We can see that the expense of measuring the noise from a small airfield as outlined above is very high. No flying club or airfield owner can afford to buy and operate such an installation. It is the purpose of this paper to show how the noise evaluation can be drastically simplified using the very accurately measured noise number, which is required in all aircraft registered in an ICAO country.

We could express the noise using many parameters, but extensive investigation of most of the literature reported by Dr. Henning van Gierke, (ref. 8) has shown that the noise dose expressed as Pa's or L_{eq} is the most appropriate unit. Consequently to suggest something else would require extensive and careful investigation.

The Sound Level Meter (SLM) should read L_{eq}, which is also used for measuring noise from indoor and outdoor industry, noise from roads, railways, ships, and practically everything else. The SLM set to frequency weighting curve A (L_{A}). Around larger airports a special weighting called the D-weighting is often used, but we should stick to the A-curve and be in line with measurements of other traffic noises.
irregular measurements (Fig. 4). By having the microphone at a reflecting plane on the ground, a smooth result is obtained. All reflections are added and the results are theoretically 6 dB higher. In reality the difference is only 5.5 dB, (see 9). Fig. 5 shows the present limits for noise radiation for propeller-driven aircraft up to 9 ton MTOM (refs. 6 and 10). It is seen that the permissible noise depends on the mass of the aircraft. Aircraft over 1500 kg may produce 12 dB more noise than an aircraft with a mass of 600 kg. This is very liberal for the heavier aircraft, but often difficult to comply with for the lighter category of aircraft. ICAO is now proposing a 6 dB lower limit for light aeroplanes and 3 dB lower for aeroplanes lower than 1500 kg. That will make it difficult for the manufacturers of light equipment. Many small home-built and experimental aircraft will never be able to be registered. FAI has therefore suggested that the new limit curve should be reduced by 3 dB, including the very light aircraft. This means maintaining 12 dB difference for all categories.

It has to be stressed that the rules recommended by ICAO operate as a law in all member countries, i.e. no aircraft can be registered in a member country if the noise emission is higher than that recommended by ICAO. A country can exercise stricter limits. Germany has done this, so German aircraft must have a noise less than 3 dB lower than that required by ICAO. The German government has published its intention to further tighten these limits. It is unclear if such a step is legal for an EU country. In any case it will be the best solution if all countries have the same requirements. If it is different in the EU countries, it is a hindrance to free trade.

**Suggested Method for Evaluation of Small Airfields**

In our proposal here for the evaluation of smaller airfields we will use the measured noise numbers, which exist for most aircraft, as a basis for how the noise is measured and heard on the ground.

The procedure is very simple, no measurements have to be performed. It is as follows:

1. For every aircraft start, note the noise no. for the individual aircraft given in dB, and using a table, convert the noise no. to a dose in linear units (Pa's). Aeroplanes of the same type have usually the same noise no. and fly-over time.

2. After the desired period of time (one day, a week or a month) add all the linear dose values together and you have the total dose for the given period of time as a linear value (Pa's).

3. If the value is required to be expressed on a log scale, simply calculate the average of the linear values over the period of time and take the log to obtain $L_{eq}$ in dB. This conversion is also done in accordance with some simple tables.

The method has the following advantages:

1. The procedure is very accurate — far better than using a lot of measuring points which always will be disturbed by other noises.

2. The method is cheap, no expensive instruments are required. The ICAO procedure has already made the measurements.

3. It is very simple for anybody to control and verify the correctness of results, simply by looking at the list of starts.
Fig. 5: Max. Noise limit for a propeller-driven aircraft below 9 t MTOM (ref. 6).
An aircraft radiating more than indicated on the curve cannot be registered in an ICAO country. The upper curve is the present limits, below the proposed new requirements. Very light aircraft are required to have extremely low noise radiation.

4) It is feasible to predict the total noise from a field with high accuracy if the aircraft types and number of starts are known. It is also possible to calculate the dose retrospectively, so that the situation e.g. a year ago can be determined.

5) The real great advantage is, however, that everybody will ask for low-noise equipment, as it is possible for an aircraft with a small dose to make many more operations. So manufacturers have to make low-noise equipment otherwise they cannot sell anything.

6) Of course, people operating noisy aircraft will suffer as their starts and landings will load the airfield with a larger dose.

Flyover Time:
The noise no. of the aircraft is the max. noise level heard on the ground at the reference point. But an important factor is also how long we hear or feel disturbed by the noise. So we have to multiply with the time — the duration of the aircraft flyover. If we, as mentioned before, record the whole flyover level as shown in fig. 4 and 6, by integrating we can obtain the total dose in Pa's. But as we only have the noise no. we need to either measure or estimate the flyover time.

If in future, when the aircraft is certified, we can get not only the L_max., but also the dose in Pa's it would solve the problem.

The procedure for finding just the effective flyover time is simple. Using an integrating Sound Level Meter (SML), the L_n is measured during the period which the aircraft is just heard and until the sound again fades away. In the example shown in fig. 6 this duration could be from 0 to 25 seconds. With a normal SLM the aircraft noise no. L_n max is found. Then simply calculate how long time is required to obtain the same L_n if the sound was constant with a level of L_n max. The dB level must be converted to a squared linear sound pressure to find the balance. We have measured many single-engine and twin-engine aircraft and have found that in most cases the effective flyover time is about 7-9 sec., fig. 7. If the flyover time is not known we suggest a value of 10 sec is used. It is reasonable to use a time which is slightly above the average since we are not taking noise from landing into consideration in dose determination. The landing noise from propeller-driven aircraft is already insignificant compared with starting noise (less than 1/10).

The most important factor is to have an accurate L_n max as this value goes into the dose with the square of the value whereas the flyover time comes in linearly. When a tow plane tows a heavy glider, it is still low 2.5 km from the starting point and then the effective flyover time can be 5-7 sec, but as the noise is high due to the short distance from the plane to the microphone, the dose will still be high. Some examples are shown in fig. 8.
Fig. 9 below shows how much noise dose is emitted from one start, when the aircraft has a certification value of \( L_{max} \) dB. Since the certification value for aircraft is shown in 1/10 dB, the intention is to interpolate for the 0.1 values. Fig. 9 gives some scales, which make the conversions easy.

The most simple way to operate at a small airfield is to have a list of all the different aeroplane types which may operate from the particular field. The list should indicate type no., ICAO noise no. in dB, and the dose in Pa's. The landing noise should be incorporated in the dose, so only aircraft starts are counted. This list can be prepared by the national flying clubs. Tow-planes for gliders therefore two dose values — one dose when the plane flies alone and another when the plane tows a glider (or even a third dose if the plane tows two gliders).

Helicopters, Hot-Airballoons, some Ultralights, and Model Planes often do not use airfields and are in any case normally not flying 2.5 km out to the reference distance. Consequently the noise from these planes should not be added to the fields' noise dose. Their noise should be regulated by measuring max \( L_{a} \) "Slow" on the ground with full power when the plane is at minimum legal altitude. But up to now there is no international suggested procedure. It would be desirable to have international rules.

**Chapter 6 to Chapter 10.**

When ICAO first introduced noise nos. for light aircraft (below 5.6 tons), Ch 6, ref. 11, the measuring method was: Full power in horizontal flight 300 m over the ground. The microphone was placed on short cut grass 1.2 m above the ground. The method was changed about ten years ago and is described in ref. 6.

Ch 10 measures the aircraft during climbing and the microphone is placed on a metal plate on the ground. The changes make a difference in the results with the consequence that the limit curves are different for the two methods. Ch 10 normally gives a higher noise no. than Ch 6. Some countries still use Ch 6, but will soon change to Ch 10. But in any case, an aircraft registered according to Ch 6 will not be required to be measured according to Ch 10. We suggest that for evaluation of small airfields we should only use noise no. measured according to Ch 10, ref. 6. Consequently the Ch 6 numbers have to be converted to Ch 10 numbers. Careful study (ref. 9) has shown that this can be done with an acceptable accuracy by following the following steps for converting Ch 6 figures to Ch 10 values:

1. Correct the height difference between Ch 10 reference point and 300 m using the formula difference in dB = 22 log \( \frac{H_1}{H_2} \). Both \( H_1 \) and 300 are in m (ref. 9) Add the figure to the Ch 6 to get the Ch 10 value.

2. If the aircraft has a fixed pitch propeller, subtract 2.5 dB (ref. 9).

3. For moving the microphone from 1.2 m to ground add 5.5 dB (ref. 9). After that, we have converted the Ch 6 value to Ch 10 figure which should be used for evaluation of the noise from small airports.

**Hints for measuring aircraft according to Chapter 10.**

According to Ch 10, the noise should be measured 2.5 km from rolling point. In most cases, that is not possible because there may be a forest, many houses, places with much noise, or the place might be at a different level to the runway.
In the near future we shall see motorised gliders starting and landing in small fields and making little noise. This kind of aircraft will use less fuel than even today's small cars.

Later on we shall see solar-driven aircraft starting on batteries. One aircraft has already flown from coast to coast in US. So let us not stop that development by destroying our small airfields or our young peoples' dreams of flying.
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